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  QUESTION 183You developing website that needs to be responsive and used in all types of devices with the least amount of effort

what should you consider. A.    In css style each HTML tag by setting width to 100%B.    Use meta viewport and set device-width.C.

   Use displaymodeprovider.D.    In css use Mediaattribute. Answer: B QUESTION 184You are developing an ASP.NET MVC

application.The application uses a SQL Server database and a SQL Server login and password. You need to ensure that the password

for the SQL Server login is not stored in plain text. Which two actions should you perform? Each correct answer presents part of the

solution. A.    Ensure that there is a valid machineKey element in the web.config file.B.    Encrypt the connection string by using

aspnet_regiis.exe.C.    Ensure that there is a valid encryptionKey element in the web.config file.D.    Encrypt the connection string

by using aspnet_wp.exe5 Answer: AB QUESTION 185You are building an ASP.NET application. You must test in multiple

browsers at the same tune. You need to refresh all of the browsers automatically each time you make a change to the code. Which

three actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropnate actions from the list of actions to the answer area

and arrange them In the correct order. A.    Rebuild the solution.B.    Enable Browser link.C.    Run the solution.D.    Refresh linked

browsers.E.    Choose the browsers. Answer: BDE QUESTION 186You develop an ASP.NET MVC application. The application

includes a web application configuration file that contains sensitive information. You need to encrypt the sensitNe information. 

Which tool should you use? A.    caspol.exeB.    aspnet_wp.exeC.    ngen.exe 4%D.    aspnet_regiis.exeE.    regasm.exe Answer: D

QUESTION 187You develop a new ASP.NET MVC application.You use local storage to maintain state.The localstorage object's

setitem method is failing to store a value.Which two scenarios will cause the failure? Each correct answer presents a complete

solution. A.    The user has disabled local storage in the browser.B.    The newValue property was used prior to calling the setitem

method.C.    The value being stored is a JavaScript array.D.    The value being stored exceeds I0MB in size. Answer: AD

QUESTION 188You are maintaining an ASP.NET MVC application that runs on Azure. Remote debugging Is enabled for this role,

but the input endpoints for remote debugging have been removed for security reasons.You do not have permission to view the Azure

Portal for this deployment.You can log on by using Remote Desktop Protocol (RDP).You must attach a remote debugger to the

application.You need to add the input endpoints to enable remote debugging.Which file should you modify? A.    E:.csmanB.   

C:Config .ccfC.    C:Config WebRole.1.xmlD.    E:entrypoint.txt Answer: A   Braindump2go Offers 100% money back guarantee on

all products! Our products remain valid for a lifetime! Recently we update our 70-486 Exam Questions since the Microsoft Official

Exam Center adds some new questions in 70-486 Exam Dumps. Braindump2go checks all Exam Dumps every day and guarantee all
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